Role of gastric secretion in iron absorption
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The availability of inorganic iron for absorption in the small intestine is largely dependent on its physical and chemical state when it reaches the point of entry into the epithelial cells of the jejunum. This state is influenced by intraluminal factors both in the stomach and the upper intestine. Iron absorption can be increased in achlorhydric subjects by the administration of hydrochloric acid (Jacobs, Bothwell, and Charlton, 1964) and in anaemic patients iron absorption is correlated with the amount of intrinsic acid secretion (Jacobs, Rhodes, Peters, Campbell, and Eakins, 1966). Ferric ions normally undergo polymerization followed by precipitation when acid solutions are brought to neutrality and ferrous ions in similar conditions tend to be oxidized to ferric forms. Acid limits the polymerization of iron in solution and prevents protein binding (Jacobs, 1967) so that at a low pH it is in a reactive state and potentially available for absorption. Beutler, Fairbanks, and Fahey (1963) found that normal gastric juice contains substances that stabilize iron and prevent it from being precipitated at raised pH. When the pH of an inorganic iron solution is raised eventual precipitation can only be prevented if soluble complexes are formed with other substances. The present study confirms that normal gastric juice contains substances which combine with iron in this way at a low pH and maintain it in a soluble form at neutral pH. This reaction is responsible for the availability of iron in a suitable state for absorption when it reaches the small intestine.

METHODS

Fresh solutions of iron salts with an approximate concentration of 1,000 μg per 100 ml were made up in 0·15 M barbitone-acetate buffer (Michaelis) at pH 2. Of this solution 50 ml was diluted with 50 ml of pH 2 buffer in a small beaker to give a final iron concentration of about 500 μg per 100 ml. The amount of precipitation occurring at progressive stages in the slow neutralization of the iron solution was measured. The solution was mixed vigorously with a magnetic stirrer throughout the procedure and pH measurements were recorded by an EIL Vibron pH meter with an electrode remaining in the mixture. pH was increased by the slow addition of a 12·5 M NaOH solution through a finely drawn out capillary tube. About an hour was taken to reach neutrality. At short stages through the procedure a sample was removed from the reacting mixture after time had been given for full equilibration of pH. All samples were left to stand for 18 hours at room temperature before centrifugation and the iron remaining in the supernatant fluid was estimated by the tripyridyl triazine method of Young and Hicks (1965). The same procedure was carried out after the initial dilution of the iron solution with normally acid gastric juice instead of buffer. The gastric juice used for this purpose was free of blood and bile and had been aspirated during a histamine infusion, filtered through gauze and immediately neutralized. A portion was acidified again immediately before each experiment. Other substances tested in the same way for their effect on iron solubility were extracts of hog stomach (Armour) and intrinsic factor concentrate (Lederle), a 5% solution of pepsin powder BPC, and 0·1 M solutions of histidine and glutamic acid in pH 2 buffer. Gel filtration was carried out using Sephadex G-25 and G-200 with 0·15 M Michaelis buffer as the eluant.

RESULTS

The stability in solution of three ferrous salts—sulphate, gluconate, and glycine sulphate—and of three ferric salts—chloride, sulphate (as ferric ammonium sulphate), and citrate—was measured and the results are shown in Figure 1a. Solubility of the iron as the pH approaches neutrality is related to the formation of soluble complexes with the associated anions. This does not occur to any extent with sulphate or chloride ions but in the presence of citrate or gluconate a stable complex is formed which is soluble at neutrality. The somewhat greater solubility of ferrous iron compared to ferric iron at pH 4 to 6 is probably related to the marked tendency of ferric iron to undergo polymerization and precipitation above pH 3. When solutions of ferrous or ferric salts which would normally be completely precipitated at pH 7 are mixed with gastric juice before neutralization they form complexes with ligands in the gastric juice. These complexes are soluble at neutrality (Fig. 1b). When this procedure is carried out with gastric juice which has been incubated at pH 1·5 to 2 for eight hours at 37°C the same effect is obtained. Since the complexing agents
in gastric juice are resistant to peptic digestion they are unlikely to be protein in nature. Similar complexing agents are found in hog stomach extract and intrinsic factor concentrate (Fig. 1c). The BPC preparation of pepsin shows similar activity but it is not clear whether this is due to pepsin itself or to an impurity. Histidine in a 0.1 M solution produced an iron complex soluble at pH 7 but glutamic acid at the same concentration was ineffective.

Gel filtration of the supernatant solutions of the ferric ammonium sulphate-gastric juice mixtures was carried out with a Sephadex G-25 column having a void volume of 60 ml. In the pH range 2 to 4 iron is eluted at 120 ml corresponding to a complex of small molecular weight. At pH 5 to 7 it is eluted in the void volume. Gel filtration at pH 6 with Sephadex G-200 also results in the iron appearing in the void volume suggesting that it is bound in a complex with a molecular weight in excess of 200,000. This same high molecular weight complex is found at pH 6 when peptic digested gastric juice is used and it seems probable that the iron-containing fraction includes either a mucopolysaccharide or a polymer derived from a smaller complex.

**DISCUSSION**

Ferric and ferrous ions are able to form complexes with many substances. In the gastric juice this occurs at low pH where reactive, small molecular weight ions are present which can react with suitable ligands. If soluble complexes are not formed at low pH then neutralization results in polymerization and precipitation of the iron. Hydrochloric acid in the stomach, therefore, provides the conditions in which iron can be made soluble by complex formation. Solubility of iron is a necessary condition for absorption though it does not follow that all such complexes are necessarily available for absorption. A hypothetical scheme showing the effect...
of acid and complexing agents in the gut lumen is shown in Figure 2. The effect of an acid pH in limiting polymerization of ferric ions and preventing protein binding has been previously demonstrated (Jacobs, 1967). Iron in the small intestine may enter the epithelial cell either in ionic form at low pH or as a low molecular weight complex formed in the gut lumen. Iron bound to a large molecule is unlikely to enter the epithelial cell in that form and might exchange with an intracellular ligand at the cell membrane in a manner analogous to the uptake of intrinsic factor-bound vitamin B_12.

The necessity of an intact stomach for optimal iron absorption has been shown by several studies on postgastrectomy patients (Turnberg, 1967) and animals (Whitehead and Bannerman, 1964). Murray and Stein (1967) have demonstrated that in gastrectomized animals the defect is in secretion rather than the anatomical abnormality caused by the operation. Iron-deficiency anaemia the small intestinal epithelium responds by increasing absorption of inorganic iron, but in those cases where gastric secretion is impaired iron absorption is limited (Jacobs et al, 1966). Normal gastric juice provides both the acid pH and the ligands necessary for the formation of soluble iron complexes, and in its absence the availability of iron is likely to be reduced at the site of absorption. The breakdown products formed by the digestion of protein and carbohydrate foods provide additional ligands for forming iron complexes. Koepke, Kinney, Kaufman, and Klavins (1963) showed that glutamic acid and histidine both facilitated iron absorption in rats and thought that this might be due to the formation of chelates. Only histidine was found to form a soluble complex under the conditions used in the present study.

It has been suggested that the gastric secretions play a more active role in regulating iron absorption but we have found no evidence for this. Koepke and Stewart (1964) found that anemic dogs secreted a gastric substance capable of increasing iron absorption in normal dogs but it was not possible to demonstrate this in human subjects (Jacobs, Rhodes, and Eakins, 1967). Davis, Luke, and Deller (1966), using a radioactive iron solubility test (Davis, 1965), demonstrated iron binding by gastric juice and considered this to be a necessary inhibitory mechanism preventing excessive absorption in normal subjects. This concept is not in accord with the findings in postgastrectomy subjects or those with gastric atrophy and we have found no inhibition of iron absorption by gastric juice in patients with achlorhydria (Jacobs and Owen, 1969). The present findings show that normal gastric juices enable inorganic iron to remain in a soluble form so that it is available for absorption by the small intestine. This important function is likely to be affected by any factors influencing gastric secretion.

**SUMMARY**

Inorganic iron is able to form complexes with normal gastric juice constituents at a low pH. These complexes remain soluble when the pH is raised to neutrality and enable the iron to be available in a suitable state for absorption in the small intestine. The presence of normal gastric juice is an important factor in facilitating iron absorption.
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